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Version. Join Date Jun Posts 2. I should've posted this a year ago when I was dealing with this
issue myself. The Sniper system is an electrical system that uses a certain signal to detect,
manage, and control how much air and fuel needs to go into the engine. This signal comes from
the wired connects depicted in the install manual. Most just tie off the wire not being used
somewhere in the engine compartment. This wire is now acting as an antenna, receiving any
electrical signal that is being emitted. Most notably, the spark plug wires and coil wire. These
wires are high voltage and create a lot of "electrical noise". This noise can easily filter in
through the not used wire and mess with the signal the Sniper is using. Thus creating this
random headache of an issue. I went back and forth with Holley on this last year and was mostly
told "just redo the set up, you did it wrong. We reviewed my datalog and found a bunch of
interference on it. Once resolved I grilled them to update their manual and put out some source
of notice on the subject of EFI. It looks like they did add a section on page 20 "unused wires".
So here is the simple fix for RFI: Once the Sniper EFI system is installed and everything is
connected properly, go through and remove every wire not being used. Completely remove
them from the wiring harness. This will eliminate any chance of RFI. Join Date Mar Posts 2, Yes,
that's a good idea. I always remove the unwanted wires from my harness, but I'd guess that a lot
of people don't. Either they aren't sure how to do it or just don't think of it. So they end up with a
bunch of antennas hanging off the ECU. Join Date Jan Posts One strange thing about RFI is it
seems to affect similar installations differently. One car will have RFI problems that are difficult
to solve. Another car has no problems whatsoever and all the extra wires are coiled up and
tucked under an Air-Gap intake manifold. Join Date Dec Posts That's for sure a best practice,
but does not guarantee no EMI. About us Holley has been the undisputed leader in fuel systems
for over years. Join us. All right reserved. We target at building a must-visit website for
consumers. Therefore, we have these coupons checked as soon as possible. However, due to
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verified. Amazon Discount Hunter. Cool, can you share with other users how much did you
save? Be the first one to grab all exclusive collection. Grab it right away! Get Deal. Include my
location. Recent Comments. Find incredible products with good prices at this store today with
coupon. Verified Great Offer. Verified Free ground shipping regardless of order size! This is a
golden chance for you to save an additional on your preferred products. Grab this great
discount soon before it gets out of stock! Verified Free Shipping. New coupons will be released
throughout the month. You can especially find great coupons on big holidays like Black Friday,
Halloween, Cyber Monday, and more. We accept coupon code submissions for many stores.
Please see our Contact Page for more details and to submit your discount. Thank you very
much! You can only use one coupon code per order. You should apply the code that gives you
the best discount. Send Comment. Your comment has been successfully submitted. However, it
needs to be moderated before being displayed. There was an error encountered, please try
again later. All rights reserved. Tel: Disclaimer: Presence of third-party trademarks does not
conclusively mean that Coupons Plus Deals has relationship with that third-party. If you
purchase through the links, we might be paid a small fee by the merchants. Customer reviews.
Write a review. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how
recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to
verify trustworthiness. See All Buying Options. Add to Wish List. This page works best with
JavaScript. Disabling it will result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all
customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the United States on
January 8, I got this for my 77 Bandit clone Trans Am to make it easier to tune from the drivers
seat, add some technology to the car, and solve cold start issues. I have nothing but good
things to say about the product. Installation with a friend took about 2 hours including the
wiring and rerouting of fuel lines. Since my initial installation I have made additional changes
that include modifying my Quadrajet intake so that I can bolt the FiTech directly to it Quadrajet
intakes otherwise are not compatible to this square bore throttle body as well as redoing my
ignition system using the timing built into the FiTech. The intake modification was necessary in
order to use the factory air cleaner base with the FiTech so that the Trans Am shaker lines up
on the hood perfectly. I could have swapped the intake to an Edelbrock performer to achieve the
same result, but I wanted to maintain the factory intake. Ignition wise, I am now using a locked
out MSD distributor 2 wire connected directly to the FiTech with the negative side of the coil
wired to the FiTech to control timing. Installation is simplified and I can now control timing from
within the cabin via the FiTech controller screen. The support team at FiTech are very helpful
and passionate about their product. If you have a problem you can email them and get an
answer within a couple days, sometimes directly from the engineers or even the owner. As the

title says, this particular FiTech model provides a lot of options that are invaluable. For
example, you can simply use this as fuel injection only just like the lower model cousin , or you
can use this to control your ignition timing you need a locked out distributor , and they have
accessories to maintain your factory fuel system from the gas tank to the engine bay that way if
you decide you want to go back to a carb or want to leave everything for resale value sake, you
can by adding their Fuel Command Center. For those hotrodders who run catalytic converters,
this system can be tweaked in order to keep your air fuel ratio exactly where you need it for
your model cats. One more important note, the screen that comes with the FiTEch system does
not have to be constantly used. Once you are done tuning the system you can disconnect the
screen and store it in your glove box, or have it connected to see real time information. I cannot
say enough how awesome the FiTech solution is. The only thing that would take this to the next
level is if FiTEch partnered with a gauge company like Auto-meter or Dakota gauges, or
integrated with a stereo system's screen in the dash. Top critical review. Reviewed in the United
States on September 27, I have had this for over a year and still cannot get this to work
properly. I have had other mechanics attempt to help get this working properly but it won't. I
have reset it repeatedly and started over. The longer it goes without a reset the worst it gets. It
will often die when returning to idle. It will backfire and die when accelerating. When cruising
down the road it works flawlessly. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Filter by. All
reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3 star only 2 star
only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and video reviews
only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later.
From the United States. Verified Purchase. Images in this review. Showing 0 comments. There
was a problem loading comments right now. Ive been on the fence about ordering this product
for some time. After installing 2 months ago I can say that I am satisfied with this fitech system.
Be sure you read thoroughly about the system before purchasing as there are some things I
found out the hard way. Nothing that should impede any purchase but just things I didn't know
before purchase such as: fitech recommends a phasing rotor to be used with the timing control
on this kit, the timing is not self learning but it is easy to set once you understand the process.
This kit does not come with the software to tune via a pc, but a group on Facebook has the files
for the pc and it works perfectly once installed. Overall I am impressed with how fast the kit
learns and the easy set up process. It definitely makes more power than my carb did though this
may not be the case with everyone depending on how well tuned your carb is. For reliablility
and cold start ease its awesome. This is a sharp product that i can't wait to start operating once
my engine build is done. As much as i liked the initial system , it eventually failed nearly
causing catastrophic damage to my engine. Because it is a project vehicle, the warranty ran out
which caused me to purchase another unit. Amazon still refunded me half the cost so kudos to
them. With the new uit i had clooging of the injector filters because 30 micron filtering is not
sufficient. I am completely frustrated, i am regretting my decision to purchase this system.
Computer died within a month and Fitech customer service is horrible. Would not replace or
refund. Now I have a useless setup, replaced with a Holley Sniper system. Have all dialed in
working great. Pretty cool. Getting some more snap and hp. Better start up and fuel mileage.
Works well. Easy to setup. Will buy another in the future. Stellar piece of kit. Aspen Ridge
Sports sold this defective carb , do not buy anything from them Get fast answers from
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question. Need customer service? Click here. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
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You can still see all customer reviews for the product. Top positive review. Reviewed in the
United States on April 7, The install is not trivial and we had some challenges but in the end We
ended up needing some technical assistance, and reached out to Chris EFISystemPro and I

would strongly recommend that anyone getting ready to do this install check first with an expert
and make SURE you're getting what you need. This is a beautiful thing! Top critical review.
Reviewed in the United States on September 13, Highly recomend you have an already running
vehicle, do not install on a new build that hasn't been tested fully yet. Because this may have
you wondering if its you or the holley unit, If you are expecting some plug and play operation
you will be dissapointed. First thing is to make sure your body, frame, and engine have good
grounding to the battery negative side. Make sure this is wired direct to battery. The harness in
my opinion is messy and should have a way to break it all down right at the throttle body
because most are not likely going to use all the features this has. So star deduction for a messy
harness. I plugged in my engine stats via the wizard in the handheld touchscreen that comes
with this. I'm thinking this thing will get an ok amount of fuel and will attempt to idle at the rpm I
plugged in. This thing dumps massive amounts of fuel into the engine so be very sure you are
in an open space with plenty of ventilation. Strike one against the wizard and holley
programmers. It should be close in my opinion at idle because holley should know at rpm how
much approximate fuel a xxx size engine will use. I get it to run and stay on but I can't dial the
RPM down to where I want rpm without the engine dying. Strike 2 because in my opinion the
system should go into a learn mode right away to try and adjust the fuel correctly so you can
actually breath and get a proper rpm dialed in. Well it died as soon as I opened the IAC passage
back up. So I get it to running temp which is F. The idle goes high then low over and over again
till the engine dies. Strike 3. I spent many hours and several weekends trying to get this thing
going correctly and got on the holley forums for help. Well the so called help there is in a rush
to blame installer wiring on any issue one may have with the system. The rest is plug in harness
stuff that shows in the display if its working or not. So kinda hard to mess up wiring. Plus I put
in a fuel pressure gauge to be sure I had fuel pressure before the throttle body, Its simple to
install so hard to mess up wiring as long as you wire the pos neg to the battery to eliminate or
reduce transient voltage. The forum help also expects you to use a laptop and download
software and buy a separate com cable to program this unit if you have issues. Well that kinda
eliminates the handheld unit it comes with if you run into problems and adds another cost as
well as headache to the system. If the handheld unit had a simple option to turn on learning
closed loop even when the engine is cold you can force this thing to dial back the fuel dumping
and get dialed in sooner rather than the problems that exist within the shoddy programming. If
one does this my theory is the unit will adjust all throughout the warm up phase and into the
driving phase. I don't see a problem with that but im not a fuel injection programmer, but I can
say with confidence the initial open loop fuel map is terrible. Engines don't use tons of fuel at
idle so why does this unit dump so much fuel initially????? I even dialed my engine size down
in the wizard from to and still had over fueling. I pulled this unit off , installed the newest street
demon cfm model and wow my engine runs with no issues. So I can confidently say this system
is far from a plug and play and has some issues that should be corrected by holley. If you can
get past the issues I had maybe its good. I invested too many hours to say its worth a darn at
this point. I bought it to avoid programming fuel maps and in the end I probably need to
program a fuel map to make it work properly. Sort by. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews.
Filter by. All reviewers Verified purchase only All reviewers. All stars 5 star only 4 star only 3
star only 2 star only 1 star only All positive All critical All stars. Text, image, video Image and
video reviews only Text, image, video. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please
try again later. From the United States. Verified Purchase. Showing 0 comments. There was a
problem loading comments right now. Reading reviews on other sites makes it sound like this is
a super quick and easy install. It isn't horrible, but with finding little things I needed to complete
the install like -6an to -8an adapters for my fuel tank, the right adapter for the thermostat etc..
For me it was not particularly difficult but it was time consuming running wires and fuel lines
was the most time consuming piece. I would do it again in a heart beat. My truck runs so much
better on this than it did on carbs. I was never very good at getting the carbs tuned and it
always had issues with bogging down. The throttle response with EFI is instant and it makes the
truck so much more fun to drive. The description stated it include the return line. This part
number did not. Installer had to fabricate a return line and purchase additional fittings. Currently
experiencing issues with the unit overheating and shutting down. Technical support line a must.
Absolutely love this thing! Huge improvement over a carburetor. Easy to follow instructions.
Install difficulty just really depends on your vehicle; the system itself is very simple. Followed
the directions and she fired right up on the first start, no hesitation whatsoever. Very responsive
throttle. The actual product performs better than anticipated. Only 4 stars because there were
several items missing from the overall kit. The Holley Sniper master kit looked good and was
packaged well but only came with 20 feet of EFI hose vs the advertised 40 feet. I couldn't get the
extra 20 feet without returning the entire kit. This caused me to miss my installation window. I

returned for a refund and will likely purchase the components separately. Spent a fair amount of
money and time on this unit. Never would allow the motor to idle correctly nor stay running for
any period of time. I really wanted this to work and spent an inordinate amount of time
checking, re-checking to insure it was installed correctly. Contacted Holley and followed their
recommendations with zero success. Spoke with several hot rod builders and was informed of
the 20 they were aware of having been installed all 20 owners removed the units due to faulty
operation. At this point I'm done and am now the 21'st that I'm aware of having to remove this
faulty product. Don't waste your hard earned dollars on this unit is my best advice. Get fast
answers from reviewers. Please make sure that you are posting in the form
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